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INTRODUCTION

For over a decade, DAPPER DAN has stood for independence
and originality.
DAPPER DAN builds its own myths.
The magazine is a document of the rebels, the rule breakers and
spirited thinkers who define our times. Each issue is a living record
of cultural cool – style over trends, innovation over the everyday,
cult over cliché.
In the pages of DAPPER DAN, style and culture seamlessly intertwine.
We curate icons from across the creative landscape to deliver a
distinct visual and editorial experience.
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WHERE ARE WE NOW?

1. Man is changing. Masculinity is open. There is no ‘new normal’,
only constant adaptation and evolution.
2. As the magazine looks forward to the next ten years, it remains
committed to its independent, intelligent and innovative vision.
3. DAPPER DAN is a menswear magazine that will not adhere to
expectation or tradition. We are the magazine for readers who reject
the status quo.
5. Our vision incorporates a committed sustainable approach. We value
products made to last. We build a beautiful bi-annual print magazine,
and profile timeless creatives and objects.
6. We spotlight on inspiring and timely collections.
We are not dictated by the seasons.
7. We work with global fashion brands to forge long-term, creative
partnerships.
8. Our diverse creative network brings the most relevant features to
the pages of every issue.
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READERS PROFILE

Our readers represent the next generation of luxury consumers.
They are values-driven, culturally curious, demand sincere and
authentic narratives, and invest in the brands that reflect their beliefs.
These early adopters want innovation built to last.
They believe in quality style, and meaningful creativity.

54+
45-54

Median age: 33 years
18-24 years: 18%
25-34 years: 44%
35-44 years: 28%
45-54 years: 6%
54+: 4%
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DISTRIBUTION

DAPPER DAN is recognized from an exceptional position and a
confident worldwide circulation. For 2021, each issue will be released
with a selective promotional program spanning across key fashion
cities in the UK, Europe and the US.
Worldwide circulation: 25.000 copies
Frequency: Biannual
Cover price: UK £6 / US $13.99 / EU €8.99
Diffusion: UK 21% / EU 38% / USA & CAN 22% / ASIA 13%
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CHANNELS

Print

1 9 >

Bi-annual magazine
Circulation: 25.000 copies

Web
www.dapperdanmagazine.com
Includes video content
Launching in December 2020

Instagram
@dapperdanmagazine
10,5 K followers
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MEDIA PLACEMENT PER PLATFORM

Brand provided Advertising & Content
Print Issue

Digital/Web Issue

Instagram Feed

CAMPAIGN / PRINT ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGN PRINT/FILM ADVERTISING

INSTASTORY
FEED POSTS

- ADVERTISING SP /DPS
- SPECIAL PRINT PRODUCTION INSERT
• BOUND LOOSE INSERT
• DOUBLE PAGE INSERT
• POSTER INSERT
• GATEFOLD BACK COVER
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MEDIA PLACEMENT PER PLATFORM

Dapper Dan – Content Production Services
Print Advertorial

Digital Advertorial

Instagram Feed

FASHION SPECIAL-EDITORIAL CONTENT
• 12-16 PAGES (TEXT + IMAGES / IMAGES)
• EDITORIAL COVER OPTION

CAMPAIGN PRINT/FILM ADVERTISING
WEB CONTENT

INSTASTORY
FEED POSTS
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Cotton polo shirt Paul Smith; cotton top and
Cristobal leather belt Hermès; cotton trousers AMI;
brass chain and bracelet Dary’s; polyester and
elastane sandals Acne Studios

Cotton coat with ostrich details and cotton
cardigan Louis Vuitton; cotton and linen shirt
and Cristobal leather belt Hermès; wool and
silk trousers Lanvin

Tweed jacket and trousers Craig Green;
wool jumper Christian Dada; fur shoes Prada
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Cotton trench coat Y/Project;
cotton shirt Wooyoungmi;
wool trousers Vetements
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Jumper and belt stylist’s own; ring model’s
own; cotton tops Prada; wool jumper
Gosha Rubchinskiy; cotton trousers Yohji
Yamamoto

Leather jacket with fur collar
(worn underneath) Prada; fake fur coat
Marni; shearling biker boots Loewe

Moleskin and velvet suit Alexander McQueen;
cotton lace sleeves Ann Demeulemeester

Nylon coat, paper coat (worn underneath),
cotton jacket and hoodie Sankuanz s/s17;
hat Globetrotter
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Nylon parka, cotton hoodie, cotton trousers
and leather boots Juun.J s/s17
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Silk bow tie, cotton shirt, metallic
badges with flower details and
wool-and-mohair jacket, Dior Homme;
cotton trousers stylist’s own; leather
shoes Yohji Yamamoto

VERSE

Photography by Vassilis Karidis

Fashion by Nicholas Georgiou

Grooming by Michael Delmas at Atomo;
Modelled by Jordy Gerritsma, Luca Heintz
and Nathan Dionisio at Success

Wool poncho with velvet hood and
cotton jumpsuit Sacai; silk shirt
Vivienne Westwood

Left to right Jacket, shirt, tie, jeans and belt
Dior Homme; Bomber jacket, shirt, jeans
and belt Dior Homme; Shirt, tie, jeans, belt
Dior Homme
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MATS GUSTAFSON

TALKS TO FILEP MOTWARY

Fashion illustrations, landscapes, erotic portraits,
plants, floating swans; the broad sweep of his
brush transfers the most exquisite garments,
senses and emotions, memory and fragility to
paper, suggesting an almost poetic arbitrariness.
A solemn simplicity even!

FILEP MOTWARY: I would like to start from the
very beginning when you left Sweden to pursue
your dream to be an illustrator—a pretty daring
thing to do. Would you consider those first steps
and decisions as a kind of rebellion today?

Mats Gustafson boldly uses watercolour to
express his personal thoughts, desires or virtues,
but most of the time to reflect the work of others through his talent in illustrating fashion. Ever
since his multi-chaptered creative journey started
around 45 years ago, his majestic work has been
featured in the glossiest of the glossies while
being exhibited in museums since 1986, as well
as in galleries and renowned publications. He is
soon to present a series of unrevealed works in
Tokyo’s MA2 Gallery. I called him at his wonderful
apartment in Sweden where he only arrived the
day before, straight from New York.

MATS GUSTAFSON: No, I wouldn’t say I was
rebellious at all as anything as such would be out
of character for me. The only thing I can say about
that time, if we are talking about the late 1970s and
early 80s, is that moving from Sweden to New York
was a much bigger step than it is today. I mean
the distance somehow seemed longer then. Today
people work much more internationally. It was not
rebellious of me but it was, maybe, a bit unusual.
FM: But since we are focusing on the 80s, that
period was more about photography than illustration. This is how I mean rebellious in the timing
you made your move to New York: the art of illustration was almost fading by then. It wasn’t the 40s
and the 50s anymore, the golden era of illustration.
MG: Yes, you are right. When I first started fashion
illustration it was already out-dated, in a way, and
was considered a thing of the past. Do you know
the work of Antonio [Lopez]?
FM: Yes, of course!
MG: Well, at the time I discovered his work in
magazines that truly motivated me, thinking this
is something I would love to do and there must
still be room for illustration in fashion today. I had
also met him on a trip to New York, prior to moving there, and he was very kind and encouraging.
There was a possibility to become an illustrator in New York at the time but, of course, nothing like the opportunities for photography. Since
there seemed to be room for more, I tried it and
it worked out. Over the years—and I have been
working for a long, long time already—people have
asked me if there is a need really for fashion illustration, or at other times they say, “Fashion illustration is back,” as if it ever was gone. Naturally,
it will never be as big as the years you referred to
before, the 40s and the 50s—this has ended. On
the other hand, I also think of fashion—its industry and media, the magazines and the way it is
communicated—as an extremely visual medium
and it allows so many different approaches to
be expressed, to interpret or document it. Obviously, there is room for illustration as well. Today
I think it is a bit difficult also to define illustration.
Between photography and illustration, there are
so many other ways of achieving both, with computer software and so on. Speaking for me, I still
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INTERVIEW

Cotton shirt, leather trench coat and cotton
and cashmere jumper Louis Vuitton

Cotton hoodie Calvin Klein Jeans;
cashmere turtleneck and leather belt
Hermès; zip-up cotton turtleneck Lacoste;
wool trousers Dries Van Noten; vintage
silver ring
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CASE STUDIES

FASHION SPECIALS
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Saint Laurent by Anthony Vaccarello
Issue 22
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Photography by Johan Sandberg
Fashion by Chiara Ficola
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GUCCI
Issue 22
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Photography by Marcello Arena
Fashion by Elena Psalti
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GIVENCHY
Issue 20

Photography by Vassilis Karidis
Fashion by Marion Jolivet

In the crystal hindsight of historical retrospect, Clare Waight Keller’s
menswear for Givenchy will stand like a monument to stealth subversion in the genre.
Her first menswear pieces marched down the runway alongside
women’s looks last October and the critical response was rapturous.
This was a high-wire moment for Waight Keller. Indeed, the menswear
market is an increasingly lucrative segment of an industry whose
once endlessly dazzling horizons can only dim following years of
reckless expansion and overproduction. The handful of menswear
designers with the Midas touch are relentlessly courted and their
work dissected, reassembled, reverse-engineered. Waight Keller’s
work for other houses was a commercial and critical success and
the rag-trade crowd was eager to see her try her hand at menswear.
Waight Keller used her debut cannily, presenting a micro-collection
that showed the full range of her abilities. Of course, there were
bloody chunks of commercial bait thrown into retail’s seething seas
(including one flawlessly tailored brass-buttoned military trench), a
micro-tutorial in rock looks ranging from American cow-poke to Roxy

STEALTH

SUBVERSION
CLARE WAIGHT KELLER’S GIVENCHY

Music glam (liquid-effect suiting in dévoré velvet leopard print) to a
suave luxe take on punk leather. But Waight Keller also brought new
volumes and textures to suiting, often double-breasted and styled
open, which meant pieces fell at an angle from a sharp shoulder
looking at once highly composed and deeply relaxed.
Which is the essence of today’s most desirable menswear.
P.S. Waight Keller’s debut outing for Givenchy Couture included
three looks for men (in elaborate beadwork and slithery reptilian
rock leathers) and was followed by an announcement that the fabled
Couture house would now show men’s made-to-measure alongside
Haute Couture, injecting a welcome dose of gender dysphoria into
French fashion’s most conventionally feminine inner sanctum.

Photography by Vassilis Karidis
Fashion by Marion Jolivet
Words by Matthew Hicks
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Grooming by Michael Delmas
Set design by Céline Corbineau
Modelled by Simon at Success and
Lucas and Maya at Rebel

All clothes Givenchy spring/summer 2018

CASE STUDIES
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ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA COUTURE
Issue 19

THE SALT LAKE

The fashion house Ermenegildo Zegna, created in 1910, is still a family affair, directed
by the fourth generation of Zegna’s heirs. The Italian label has long been associated
with luxury fabrics and technological innovation—going so far as to establish an award
(the coveted Vellus Aureum Trophy) for the production of ultra-fine merino fleece.
The aptly named Alessandro Sartori left Berluti for Zegna in 2016. Sartori brings a
fresh sensibility to the traditional excellence associated with Zegna: a slightly younger,
more irreverent feel for nocturnal swank and an obvious openness to avant-garde
ideas—all of which simply enhance and underline the house’s purebred exclusivity.
Sartori’s experimental panache is most evident in the oversized volumes of certain pieces—a brisk departure from the cut-to-the-body tailoring for which Zegna is
internationally known.
Sartori’s collections break down the compartmentalisations of men’s fashion. Most looks are comprised of pieces designed to be interchangeable with those
of other looks. At first listen, this idea might not sound as novel as it truly is. But
ask yourself: have you ever seen a collection in which nearly everything—including
jackets and tailored outerwear—was designed to be endlessly reassembled into new
combinations?
Sartori’s palette is sumptuous, full of oxidised hues of pale verdigris and juniper,
dusky blush, saffron, cornflower and kelp-y greens. He doesn’t shrink from the risk
of an elasticised waist—which he pulls off masterfully in the oversized cargo trouser
(featured on page 150). The collection is brimming with clever tweaks and one gets the
feeling that the new Zegna pieces will continue to surprise their wearers with thoughtful
utility and hidden innovation.
Sartori’s arrival is an excellent development for Zegna. His sensibility meshes
perfectly with that of the storied purveyor of men’s high fashion: elegant innovation at
the service of high tradition.

Ermenegildo Zegna Couture SS19
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Issue 19

Photography by Vassilis Karidis
Fashion by Nicholas Georgiou

Photography by Vassilis Karidis
Fashion by Nicholas Georgiou
Words by Matthew Hicks
Grooming by Thecla Sideri at MAC Greece
Modelled by Xu Meen at IMG
Casting by Alexandra Sandberg
Production by Manolis Petroulakis
Photographer’s assistant Katerina Goritsa
Stylist’s assistant George Karapetis
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All clothes Ermenegildo Zegna Couture SS19
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ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA COUTURE
Issue 19
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Photography by Vassilis Karidis
Fashion by Nicholas Georgiou
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CELINE
Issue 19

Photography by Vassilis Karidis
Fashion by Nicholas Georgiou

COME WITH ME

Celine SS19

In his latest incarnation chez Celine, the decadent, seductively louche Hedi
Slimane muse seems to have left the glamorously bored bohemia of Laurel
Canyon, moving into the scarcely explored parenthesis of Cold Wave/postpunk-infused style of early 1980s Paris. The look is a bit more structured
and tense with the glitter doom we’ve come to associate with the designer
being amped up and channelled into ever more sharply graphic silhouettes.
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That Celine is even presenting menswear is already a revolution for the
house, whose womenswear collections have been cherished for their
intellectual sophistication. More radical and exciting still is the creation of
unisex tailoring: indeed, all Celine’s men’s suiting is to be made available
in women’s sizes and cuts. Now, let your speculative mind linger on that
thought for a moment: recognise, if you can, the fact that a legendary
French fashion house helmed by one of the great fashion minds of the
21st century has quietly, deftly thrown a blanket over the messy, squawking
birdcage of gendered fashion as we know it. Goodnight to all that noise!
This development wasn’t nearly celebrated enough. Following Slimane’s
grand début at Celine, there was a lot of petulant griping about some
imagined same-ness with previous collections. This was a deeply unfair
misreading of the collection. Mr Slimane has always drawn inspiration
from musical performers and the evilly scintillating nocturnal worlds
they inhabit. Asking him to utterly swap out his creative DNA and replace
it with another is the sort of demand that one feels would never be
made of a less successful and influential designer (and we won’t name
names but just recall your textbook maximalists, minimalists, campy
showmen, etc.). It was particularly galling to those of us who view
Mr Slimane as a sharp, cerebral antidote to the lazy poison of streetwear
that seems to have seeped into so many storied houses, slowing and
dulling them.
The influence of French Cold Wave music, with its detached vocals and
skeletal, electronic arrangements, is palpable in the collection. Celine’s
offering is the anti-streetwear that a substantial portion of the international
style set has been craving. The New Wave inflexions, the studied angles,
the prim and somewhat funereal fascinators will electrify hordes of fashion
lovers bored to death with the limp irony and same-same slouch of the
omnipresent, over-recycled streetwear tropes other houses are churning
out. And, of course, the exciting potential for all sorts of gender mutation
produced by the house’s unisex tailoring can’t be overstated.

Photography by Vassilis Karidis
Fashion by Nicholas Georgiou
Words by Matthew Hicks

Grooming by Akemi Kishida at Atomo Management
Modelled by Diarra at Elite Paris
and Theophile at M Management
Casting by Alexandra Sandberg
Photographer’s assistant Bertrand Jeannot
Stylist’s assistant Louis Jarno
Special thanks to Charilaos Meletiou
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All clothes Celine by Hedi Slimane SS19
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BALENCIAGA
Issue 22
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Photography by Vassilis Karidis
Fashion by Nicholas Georgiou
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CASE STUDIES

ADVERTISING /DPS
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VALENTINO FAKEAD SEP20.indd All Pages
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CASE STUDIES

ADVERTORIAL / ADVERTISING
SPECIAL FORMAT
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JIL SANDER
Special print production Insert
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ADVERTISING
INSTASTORIES & INSTAPOSTS
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GIVENCHY
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ADVERTORIAL
INSTASTORIES & INSTAPOSTS
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GUCCI
VALENTINO
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CALENDAR
DAPPER DAN 23, spring/summer 2021
Commercial booking: December 2019
Artwork Deadline: 31 January 2020
On sale: mid March 2021

DAPPER DAN 24, autumn/winter 2021
Commercial booking: July 2020
Artwork Deadline: 30 August
On sale: end October 2021

ADVERTISING RATES
1st Double Page Spread
Double Page Spread Specified Position
Double Page Spread
Single Page
Inside Back Cover
Outside Back Cover

15.800€
12.600€
10.500€
8.400€
10.500€
16.800€

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
All advertisement rates are subject to VAT. Agency discount 10%. Payment terms
for advertising 30 days. Booked advertising is only cancelable up to 6 weeks prior
to artwork deadline or is payable in full. Covers are non-cancelable.
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CONTACT
DAPPER DAN is published by
Sad Bats Publishing Ltd
228 Mulgrave Road
Sutton SM2 6JT
United Kingdom
dapperdanmagazine.com
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Vassilis Karidis, Editor
vassilis@dapperdanmagazine.com
T +44 7551 439042
Advertising sales representative
Eleni Gatsou
eleni@elenigatsou.com
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